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Recover deleted files from FAT12/16/32, NTFS, NTFS5 partitions,USB,disk disaster
By Recover deleted software
Dated: Feb 01, 2009

DERescue data recovery master is a powerful data recovery software for recovering
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from FAT12/16/32, NTFS, NTFS5 partitions. It can recover the dat
DERescue has unique capabilities to recover files deleted in the Recycle Bin, or deleted directly with
Shift+Del, and can locate the proper locations of the original files.
recover deleted files,recover deleted folders,recover deleted photos
key features of "DERescue Data Recovery Master":
· Supports FAT12/FAT16/FAT32/NTFS/EXT2 file systems.
· Recovers deleted files.
· Recovers formatted partitions.
· Recovers lost partitions.
· Recovers Repartitions.
· Supports GHOST ( from an image to partition or from an image to disk or from disk to disk).
· Supports recovering from a mirror file that is copied sector by sector from a disk or a partit

Do you need
Recover formatted partitions ?
Recover lost partitions ?
Recover Repartitions ?
recover deleted files vista?
recover deleted files sd card?
recover deleted files after format ?
recover deleted folders?
recover deleted emails ?
recover deleted photos ?
recover deleted your
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etc?
For formatted partitions, DERescue can also recover the original directory structure and scan directories in
FAT32 and NTFS formats during scanning. Even in the case when the format of a partition has been
converted, it can still easily recover the directory structure in the original partition without reformatting this
partition to the original partition type.

When a partition table is damaged, a partition is deleted or there is a repartitioning, we provide the
recovery options of Fast Scanning of Missing Partitions and Full Disk Scanning. With Fast Scanning of
Missing Partitions, you can find out good or just slightly damaged partitions, and can quickly list the
original directory structures in just 2-3 minutes. Full Disk Scanning recovers slower, but it can scan all
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sectors and directories and produce the original directory structure based on various original partitions. Its
recoveries for even seriously damaged partitions are also satisfactory.

When a partition cannot be opened, or the system prompts for directory damages or when formatting is
required, you can usually quickly list the missing directory structure with the recovery functions for missing
partitions.

Why choose us :
Our software scans very fast. Its high-performance algorithms for scanning engine save you a lot of time in
recovery, and it can scan FAT32 and NTFS directory structure during scanning. When the format of a
partition is changed, it can be recovered by the program without formatting the partition back to the original
format, in turn avoiding more damages. The product organizes the directory structure in the memory during
scanning without changing the data in the source disk. It is a very safe recovery tool
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